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HUHS Leads Discussion of Unifying School Districts 

Hartford Union High School District (HUHS) is exploring options to create a unified school system to include the 
seven 4K – 8 school districts, which range in size from approximately 60 to 2,000 students, that feed into HUHS.  
Members of the community, school boards and administration are invited to attend an informational meeting 
which will include members from the Department of Public Instruction consolidation and finance team.  The 
meeting will be held at 6:30 PM on Monday, March 9, in Cafe North at Hartford Union High School.   

 
At a board workshop on Monday, January 12, 2015, members of the HUHS school board questioned the benefits 
of continuing with the current union district structure.  These questions are a continuation of discussions that the 
district is hosting regarding evolving structures in education and opportunities of improvement within the District. 
 
“One of our goals at HUHS is to offer personalized student learning,” explained HUHS District Administrator Lisa 
Olson.  “Not all feeder districts collect the same data or even use the same student information software.  We 
assess our incoming students using the information provided to us by K-8 schools, but there are gaps. DPI can’t 
release student data until they are our students, which doesn’t occur until September of their freshman year.  This 
is too late for us to adequately develop a student’s schedule for the truly personalized experience for which we 
strive.” 

 
“When we look at the ACT test scores given in the fall of the student’s freshman year, broken down by feeder 
school district, there is a clear imbalance between districts,” states Deborah Reinbold, HUHS School Board 
President. “One cause for this is a disparity of resources.  It makes sense to me to explore consolidation both for 
operational efficiencies and student achievement gains.” 

 
“Right now we are in information gathering mode,” says Joshua Schoemann, HUHS School Board Member.  “We 
have heard various consolidation discussions by our surrounding K-8's, and we want to understand what role we 
can have. That being said, I am an advocate for reduced government and shared services, and have used similar 
approaches to provide relief to taxpayers in my roles at the Village of Richfield and Washington County. If we can 
reduce the size of tax bills, and improve education to our learners, we as elected officials have a duty to 
investigate such opportunities." 

 
Areas of operational efficiency could include but are not limited to transportation, shared purchasing including 
healthcare insurance, vendor contracts, staffing, facilities, and compensation.  The state also currently provides 
financial incentives to districts who consolidate. 

 
“Our priority has to be the best interests of the students and the districts as a whole,” comments Dick Clement, 
HUHS School Board Treasurer.  “This initiative is worth further exploration, especially for districts with declining 
enrollment.  At the end of the day these kids will be part of our high school and our community.  We want to 
maximize each student’s potential, not limit them based on the resources of their school.”  

The HUHS School Board is extremely proud of the high school and K-8 districts and would like to explore creating 
a unified school system which creates a community of choice and a community of exemplary schools.  The 
decision to create a unified school system is far-reaching affecting students, parents, staff, and community and 
could result in enhanced opportunities and program offerings. 
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